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This paper is concerned with two-person games of perfect information and no 
chance moves in which play may possibly never terminate. The slow join is a way 
of playing several such games simultaneously, so as to form a single compound 
game. Our analysis of the slow join is accomplished by extending the notion of the 
suspense function from games which satisfy the stopping condition to the onside of 
games which may continue indefinitely. The remoteness function is also employed 
in the analysis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider games of complete information and no chance moves which 
are contested by two players, Left and Right. A game consists of a set of 
positions, one of which is designated as the initial position, a set of moves 
for Left, and a set of moves for Right. One of the players moves first, and 
then the players alternate moves. If, after finitely many moves, a player is 
unable to move on his turn, then play in the game stops, and this player is 
declared to be the loser. In general, play might not stop after finitely many 
moves, due to the existence of repetitive cycles of moves (or loops) or an 
infinitude of positions. Infinite plays are declared to be draws. Taken as an 
initial position, each position represents a game in its own right. The terms 
“game” and “position” will be used interchangeably. 
A graph may be used to represent positions and moves. The vertices of the 
graph represent positions, and the edges represent moves. An edge is labelled 
L, R, or E, as it represents a move for Left, Right, or either player. Consider 
the graph in Fig. 1, for example. Moving first from ur, Left can win in a 
single move by moving to v2, since Right has no move from v,. Moving first 
from v, , Right cannot force a win, but he can force a draw by moving to v,. 
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FIGURE 1 
For a single game, the concept of remoteness function [4, 71 can be used 
to determine optimal strategies in a rather simple way. Consequently, rather 
than playing a single game, Left and Right might find it more challenging to 
play several games simultaneously, so as to form a compound game or sum. 
There are many natural ways to formulate rules for a compound game [2, 
Chap. 141. 
On his turn to move in the slow join (or continued conjunctive sum) of 
several games G, ,..., G,, denoted by &‘=, Gi, a player must move in each Gi 
(called a component game) in which play has not yet stopped. If play stops 
in a component game, then that game is deleted from the slow join. Play 
continues in each of the remaining component games in which play has not 
stopped. Play stops in the slow join when play has stopped in every 
component. As for a single game, if play stops in the slow join, then the last 
player to move is the winner. Infinite plays are draws. 
It is the purpose of this paper to present an analysis for the slow join. 
Until Section 9, it is assumed that each component game possesses only 
fmitely many positions in all. 
2. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS 
It is known [ 1, 2, 61 how to play optimally in the slow join, provided each 
component game satislies the stopping condition: there is no infinite sequence 
of alternating moves from any position. When each component game 
satisfies the stopping condition, there can be no draw in the slow join. The 
optimal strategy is to win as slowly as possible in each component in which 
a win can be achieved, and to lose as quickly as possible otherwise. This 
strategy can be implemented by use of the left and right suspense functions 
[l, 61. When the component games of the slow join are not subject to the 
stopping condition, that is, when the component games might be called loopy 
games, one might conjecture that the above strategy generalizes as follows: 
Win slowly in each component in which you can achieve a win, lose quickly 
in each component in which you are forced to lose, and prolong play 
indefinitely in all other components. In general, however, this strategy is not 
optimal. 
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FIGURE 2 
Sometimes it is best to force a draw in a component in which a win can be 
achieved, if such a win cannot be executed slowly enough in order to force a 
win in the slow join. Consider Fig. 2, for example. Moving first from v,, Left 
wins by moving to u,. From v, Left can only force a draw by moving to v,. 
Moving first from v, A us, ( w h ere u i A us represents positions at u, and us, 
respectively, in two component games), Left will lose by moving to u4 A v5, 
while Left can force a draw by moving to v2 A v,. 
If a win cannot be achieved in a component, sometimes it is best to lose 
quickly, euen though a draw can be obtained. For example, moving first from 
u2 in Fig. 2, Right will lose by moving to uj, and he can at least draw by 
remaining at u2. Moving first from u, A u2, however, Right can force a win 
by moving to us A u3, while he can only force a draw by moving to u, A v2. 
3. THE ONSIDE 
The notion of the onside of a game was used by Conway [3] in his 
investigation of disjunctive sums. The onside also proved useful in the study 
of selective sums [5], and presently it will be used to analyze slow joins. 
Consider a slow join A = A:= I Gi. Its onside, denote by & is played just as 
A, except that all infinite plays are declared as wins for Left, instead of as 
draws. To be able to determine an optimal strategy for any slow join, it 
suflces to be able to determine one for the onside of any slow join. 
The argument for this assertion goes as follows: For a single game G, 
define its negative, -G, to be the same game as G, except that the roles of 
the players are reversed. The graph of -G is obtained from the graph of G 
by interchanging the edge labels L and R. For a slow join A = Al=, G,, the 
negative of A, denoted by -A, is defined as the slow join Al:, (-Gi). Now 
observe the following: 
If Left (Right) moves first in A, then a strategy for Left can force 
a win in A if and only if it can force a win for Right in (-A) 
when Right (Left) moves first in (-A). (3.1) 
If Left (Right) moves first in A, then a strategy for Right can 
force a win in A if and only if it can force a win for Right in & 
when Left (Right) moves first in &. (3.2) 
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If Left (Right) moves first in A, then a strategy for Left can force 
at least a draw in A if and only if it can force a win for Left in A 
when Left (Right) moves first in A. (3.3) 
If Left (Right) moves first in A, then a strategy for Right can 
force at least a draw in A if and only if it can force a win for Left 
in (-A) when Right (Left) moves first in (-A). (3.4) 
In the sequel, attention is focused on just the onside of a slow join 
A =A:= 1 Gi. In Section 4, for each component game Gi, two towers of 
subsets of the positions of Gi are determined. In Section 5, the onside 
suspense functions S, and S, are defined. They assign to each Gi a certain 
value. These values, S,(Gi) and S,(G,), are determined for Gi by the two 
towers defined in Section 4. In Section 6, it is indicated how to tell from the 
values S,(G,),..., S,(G,) (or SJG,),..., S,(G,)) which player can force a win 
in A when Left (or Right) moves first. Optimal strategies for play in A are 
given in Section 7. 
In what follows, in order to consolidate the presentation, Left and Right 
are sometimes called Player L and Player R, respectively. When the 
expression Player P is used, it is understood that P is either L or R. Prayer Q 
is the opponent of Player P, and so Q is R if P is L, and Q is L if P is R. 
4. THE TOWERS (Bi) AND (Bf) 
In the next two sections, a single component game of the onside of the 
slow join is considered. Suppose the graph of the game under consideration 
possesses vertex set I’, say. For each position u in V, Fp(u) will denote the 
positions to which Player P can move from u. We will use dp to denote the 
set of terminal positions for Player P. That is, u belongs to gp if and only if 
Fp(u) = 0. 
Two partitions of V, {< f rL, .P”} and {-.4 -R, 9”}, are generated as follows: 
. 4 -’ = {U E V 1 Moving first from v, Player P can force 
a win in the onside}. 
.Yp = V - ~ Ye’ = {u E V ( Moving second from U, Player Q 
can force a win in the onside}. 
The sets KL, gR, <pL, >YR, .4 ‘L, and ,,ImR are related as follows: 
for all u E .Pp, 
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FIGURE 3 
and 
F&,(v) n .P # 0 for all u E I “. 
In practice, one can determine these two partitions of V by computing the 
left and right remoteness functions [4, 71, RL(o) and R,(u), for each position 
u in V. Then 
LI’L=(uE V( RL(v) is odd or co ), 
.YL = {v E v RL(u) is even}, 
.KR={vEV RR(v) is odd}, 
.FR = {o E v RR(u) is even or co}. 
As an example, consider the eleven positions in Fig. 3. The values of the 
left and right remoteness functions for these positions are given in Table I. 
Thus, for the positions in Fig. 3: 
.Jf-L = {u,,u2, v,, v6rV!3, us), .pL = {v3,us, V,.U,",U,,}. 
.'f‘R = (u,, vj, u6, O,, v,,}, ‘~R=(~~‘~4,~~,~,,~8,~,“}. 
For each subset S of V, let Mp(S) = {V E V ( Player P can move from u to 
at least one position in S), and U,(S) = V- Mp(S). 
TABLE I 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
R,(v,) 1~2co412co104 
R,(vi) lco3coml 2 00 I 0 3 
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Define inductively two towers (Bk) and (Bz) of subsets of V as follows: 
Bc = BP and, for n > 0, 
It is not difficult to show that there exists a nonnegative integer N(P) such 
that N(P) ( 1 VI, Bc c B.7 c . . . c B$,, , and BL,,, = B&r, +k for all k > 1. 
As an example, for the graph in Fig. 3, N(L) = N(R) = 2 and 
Bti = hoL B; = Iv,, u,}, B$ = (us), 
Bt = {u,oL B: = {u,}, B; = (uz}. 
A position u belongs to BE if and only if Player P has no move from u. 
For n > 0, a position u belongs to BE if and only if Player P has no winning 
move from u in the onside, but he does have a move to some position W, say, 
belonging to U,(.P’ - Bi- ,). In the onside, every winning response from w  
by Player Q necessarily leaves Player P to move from some position 
belonging to B:-, . Thus 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose position u belongs to Bz, Player P mouesjirst 
from u, and Player Q uses a winning strategy in the onside. Then Player P 
can force play to last no more than 2n moues. 
If position v belongs to 9’ - Bi-, , then no matter how Player P moves 
from v, Player Q has a reply which will leave Player P to move from a 
position belonging to .3’ - Bz-?. Thus, Player Q can force play to last at 
least 2n moves before he wins in the onside. This observation and 
Proposition 4.1 combine to give 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If position u belongs to Bz - BI-, , Player P moues 
jirst from v, and the win slowly, lose quickly tactics are employed in the 
onside, then play will last 2n moves. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If position u belongs to M,(Blf - Bz_ ,) - 
Mr(,YQ - Bf), Player P moues jirst from v, and the win slowly, lose quickly 
tactics are emplqved in the onside, then play will last 2n + 1 moves. 
Form the re$nements {.ST, ,P;} of 9’ and 1% fi ‘T, L &.c} of C ,f -’ by setting 
97 = (J BE, 9; = .PP - .P;, cC‘;=Mp(9f), and.d-~=.#‘P--.J‘~. As an 
illustration, consider Fig. 3 again. Earlier in this section, we found (Bf;) 
and(BE) for these positions. Now the following is observed: 
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,P: = {v,, us, u,,), cp; = {v,, 05, v,}, 
4 ‘: = (II,, v3, v,, vg}, _ z-t = {v,,}. 
If position u belongs to .4 ‘7, then any winning move from L’ in the onside 
by Player P must leave Player Q to move from a position w, say, belonging 
to .BQ. Necessarily, w  belongs to SF, since v does not belong to. f ‘;. Thus, 
by Proposition 4.1, 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose position v is in L 4 ‘7, Player P moves first from 
v, and Player P plays to win in the onside. Then Player Q can force play to 
stop infinitely many moves. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose position v belongs to ,?t. Then Fp(u) # 0, 
and every move for Player P from v leaves Player Q to move from some 
position belonging to I I -f. 
ProoJ: Suppose v E CPT. Then FJv) # 0, since Bg c 9:. Suppose there 
exists some w  E Fp(v) such that w  &. 6 ‘4. Then w  E . t ?, since F,(v) c_. ,t .Q. 
Since w  E. I ‘F, 0#FQ(w)n,YP~.9~.PutN=1+max(nI(B~-B’,’_,)f? 
F,(w) # 0}. Thus, v E B;. Since BL E .97, a contradiction has arisen. 
Q.E.D. 
Suppose position u belongs to .Y;, and Player P moves from v to position 
w, say. Then w  belongs to L #“f. By the definition of ~ V-4, Player Q can move 
from w  so as to leave Player P to move again from a position belonging to 
.S;, ‘in which case Player Q is said to be cycling. 
Suppose position v belongs to “,“i. Moving from v, Left can force a win 
in the onside bJ1 cycling forever. The fact that v belongs to . ,fi ‘4, however, 
does not imply that Left can force a win in the onside in finitely many 
moves. For example, consider the position v in Fig. 4. This position belongs 
to / “‘4 n. Pt, but play never stops, 
Suppose u belongs to 9-t. Moving from v, Right can cycle as long as he 
desires. Unlike Left, in the onside, Right cannot win by cycling forever. If 
Right begins play by cycling, then at any time Right wishes, he can initiate a 
strategy which forces play to stop and gives him a win. Such a strategy may 
be executed by using the remoteness functions. For example, consider Fig. 5, 
FIGURE 4 FIGURE 5 
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with Right moving first from position v2, say. Note that v2 belongs to 
94 n,Kf . Suppose Right finally decides to force a win (perhaps because 
play in all other components of the slow join have stopped). How should he 
move from v2? Positions vi, v2, and v3 all belong to 9;. Right has no move 
to a position in %Bf. Right should compute R,(v,) = 3, RL(v,) = R,(v,) = 4, 
and R,(v,) = 2, which indicate that Right should move to vj from v,, since 
R,(v,) = R,(h) - 1. 
5. THE ONSIDE SUSPENSE FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we conclude the discussion begun in the previous section 
concerning the onside of a single game whose set of positions is V. The left 
and right onside suspense functions, S, and S,, are defined on V in terms of 
the towers (Bf;) and (BE) of subsets of V. ‘If player P moves first from 
position v, then S,(v) measures the ability of the player who can force a win 
in the onside to prolong play before winning. S,(v) is a nonnegative integer 
or one of four values or numbers L, , L, , R , , and R, . It is stipulated that L, 
and R, are odd, L, and R, are even, and that n < L, < L, and n c R, < R, 
for each integer n. 
In accordance with Proposition 4.2, if position v belongs to Yy, then 
define S,(v) = 2[min{n ] v EBE}]. If v belongs to 9;, then define 
S,(v) = P,. In accordance with Proposition 4.3, if v belongs to .&‘T, then 
define S,(v) = 2n + 1, where v belongs to M,(Bf - Blf- 1) - MJ.Y(: - Bz). 
Finally, if v belongs to L.4’-c, then define S,(U) = P,. When ~1 is the inital 
position of game G, sometimes S,(G) is written for S,(v). As an example, 
Table II gives the values of S, and S, for the positions in Fig. 3 (Section 4). 
Observe that S,(v) is odd if and only if position v belongs to -4”‘. Further, 
S,(v) is an odd integer if and only if u belongs to J+ -7, and an even integer if 
and only if v belongs to 97. As a direct consequence of the definitions, if 
S,(v) is an odd integer, then 
S,(v) = 1 + max(S,(w) 1 S,(w) is even, w  E Fp(v)). (5.1) 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If S,(v) is an even positive integer, then S,(v) = 
1 + min(Sc(w) ] w  E Fp(v)}. 
TABLE II 
i 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
S,.(Gi) L, L, 2 L, 4 I 2 3 L, 0 L, 
SAG,) 5 4 3 R, R, 1 R, 2 1 0 R, 
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Proof: If S,(v) is an even positive integer 2n, say, then v E Bz - Bz-, . 
Set m = min{Sc(w) 1 w E Fp(u)}. Since v E Bz, there exists w,, E FJv) such 
that Fc(wJ n .Pp c BE_, , and by Eq. (5.1), S&w,,) < 2(n - 1) + 1. Hence, 
1 + m < 2n. On the other hand, v 6? Bfl-, implies Fe(w) n (,V;” - Bzmz) # 0 
for all w E Fp(v). By Eq. (5.1), S,(w) > 2(n - 1) + 1 for all w E F,(v), and 
so 1 + m > 2n. Thus, 1 + m = 2n. Q.E.D. 
Finally, observe from the definitions and Proposition 4.5 that: 
S,(v) = P, Q S&J) = Qz for some w E Fp(v), (5.3) 
S,(v) = P, 0 F,(v) f 0 and S,(w) = Q, 3 VW E Fp(V). (5.4) 
6. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 6.1. Moving first, Player P can force a win in the onside of 
the slow join Al-, Gi ifand only ifmax{S,(Gi) ) 1 < i < n) is odd. 
ProoJ Let A denote A;=, Gi, and set A4 = max( S,(G,) / 1 < i < n }. 
Without loss of generality, assume S,(G,) = M. 
Case 1. P=L,M=L,. 
Moving first, Left can cycle forever in G, to win in 5. 
Case 2. P=R,M=R, 
Note that S,(G,) is either odd or an even integer for each i, 1 < i < n. 
Moving first, Right can force play to stop in each Gi, 2 < i < n, in finitely 
many moves by the definition of ,KR and Proposition 4.1. Moving first in .& 
Right can achieve a win as follows: He cycles in the first component game 
while he forces play to stop in each of the remaining component games. 
When play has stopped in each component game except the first, he then 
proceeds to force a win in the first component. 
Case 3. P=L or R, M = P, 
By Eq. (5.4), moving first from .&, Player P must leave a position in n on 
whose components Q, is the greatest value assumed by S,. From such a 
position, Player Q can proceed to force a win by Case 1 (if P = R) or Case 2 
(if P= L). 
Case 4. P = L or R, M an odd integer 
Without loss of generality, assume there exists r, 1 <r < n, such that 
S,(G,) is odd for i = l,..., r and even for i = r + l,..., n. 
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Subcase 4.1. r = n. Here S,(Gi) is odd for each i, 1 <i < n. Moving 
first, Player P can force a win in n simply by forcing a win in the onside of 
each component game. 
Subcase 4.2. r < n. Set m = max{S,(G,) 1 r + 1 < i,< n). By Eq. (5.1), 
for each i, 1 < i < r, there exists a move for Player P from Gi to GP, say. 
such that S,(Gp) is even and S,(GT) > m. By Proposition 5.2, for each i, 
r + 1 < i < II, there exists a move for Player P from Gi to Gy , say, such that 
S,(Gr) = S,(G,) - 1 <m - 1. Suppose that Player P moves from n by 
moving from Gi to Gr for each i, 1 < i < n. Let I, = {i ) 1 < i ,< n, CT & F-o }. 
Clearly, I, # 0, since S,(GT) > 2 implies that 1 E I,. Note that 
max (S&G:) ( i E I, } must be a positive even integer. 
Suppose that Player Q replies in the onside of the slow join by moving 
from G! to GrQ, say, for each i E I,. Set I, = (i j i E I,, GpQ 6$ gQ}. For 
each i k I, n (l,..., r}, S,(GrQ) is necessarily odd and so I, # 0. By 
Proposition 5.2, ,S,(GTQ) 2 S,(Gf) - 1 > m - 1. If i E 1, f7 (r + I,..., n} and 
if S,,(GrQ) is even, then, by Eq. (5.1), S,(GrQ) < S,(Gr) - 1 < (m - 1) - 1 = 
m - 2. Thus, max{S,(GpQ) ) i E I,} must be odd. If nPQ =n(GrQ 1 i E I,} 
belongs to Case 1, Case 2, or Subcase 4.1, then Player P can proceed to force 
a win in aPQ. If ipQ does not belong to Case 1, Case 2, or Subcase 4.1, then 
nPQ must belong to Subcase 4.2. 
As long as the position in n satisfies the conditions of Subcase 4.2 on his 
turn to move, suppose that Player P selects a move by using the same 
philosophy as employed to select his initial move. We assert that in finitely 
many moves, play in n must reach a position belonging to Case 1, Case 2, 
or Subcase 4.1. To prove this, suppose the contrary occurs. Then there exists 
j, r + 1 ,<j < n, such that play never stops in the component game G,, and 
Player P always makes a winning move in the onside of Gi. Thus, on his kth 
move in the onside of Gj, Player P moves from some position Giqk, say, to 
some position GIk, say for which SQ(Gjqk) = Sp(Gj,k) - 1. Player Q then 
moves from G,Tk to some position Gj,k+ i, say. By Eq. (5.1) Sp(Gj,k+ ,) ( 
SQ(GIk). Since play in the component game Gj never stops, 
is an infinite strictly-decreasing sequence of nonnegative integers. But no 
such sequence exists. This contradiction proves the assertion. 
Case 5. P = L or R, M an even ordinal 
If M= 0, play in n stops before it ever begins! Player Q wins. Suppose 
M > 0, and Player P moves from n so as to leave the position a{ Gf 1 i E I, ), 
say. From a portion of the argument given above for Subcase 4.2, 
max { S,(Gp) ) i E I, } is odd. Moving from ii { GP ) i E I, }, Player Q can force 
a win by the results from Cases 1, 2, or 4. Q.E.D. 
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7. AN OPTIMAL STRATEGY 
Consider the onside of the slow join A = &:, Gi, and suppose that 
M = max(S,(G,) 1 1 < i < n} is odd. Without loss of generality, assume 
S,(G,) = M, and there exists r, 1 < r < n, such that S,(G,) is odd if and only 
if 1 <i<r. Set m=max{S,(G,)Ir+ 1 <i<n} if r<n, and m=O if r=n. 
There exists at least one move for Player P from n composed of moves from 
G, to Gr, 1 < i < n, which satisfy the conditions in the appropriate case 
below. From the proof of Theorem 6.1, if Player P makes such a move on 
each turn, then he will be guaranteed a win in n. 
Case 1. P=L, M=L,. 
S,(Gf) = R,, 
= arbitrary, 
Case 2. P=R, r=n. 
R,(G;) = R,(G,) - 1, 
Case 3. All other situations. 
S&G:) > m and even, 
= even, 
= S,(G,) - 1, 
for i= 1, 
for 2 ,< i< n. 
for 1 <i< n. 
for i= 1, 
for 2 <i< r, 
for r + 1 < i < n. 
8. AN EXAMPLE 
For 1 < i < 11, let Gi denote the game associated with position ui in the 
graph in Fig. 3 (Section 4). The values of S,(G,) and S,(G,) were presented 
in Table II (Section 5). If the edge labels L and R are interchanged in the 
graph in Fig. 3, and if S, and S, are computed for the positions of this new 
graph, then one obtains the new values in Table III. 
Consider the slow join A = G, A G, A G,, with Left moving first. Left can 
TABLE III 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
S,(-G,) L, L, 3 L, L, 1 L, 3 1 0 L, 
S,(-G,) 1 R, 2 R, 4 1 2 2 R, 0 R, 
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force a win in & since max{S,(Gi)~i=2,7,11}=max(L,,2,L,}=L, is 
odd. Moving first, Right cannot force a win in (-Q), since 
max(S,(-G,) 1 i = 2, 7, 1 1 } = {R2, 2, R2} = R, is even. Hence, moving first 
from A, Left can force a draw, but not a win. Left can draw in A by playing 
just as he should to win in n. Case 1 of Section 7 suggests that Left move 
from A to G,AG,AG,,. In fact, this is Left’s unique winning opening 
move. 
Next consider A = G, A G, 1, with Right moving first. Right can force a 
win in 2, since max{S,(G,), S,(G,,)} =max{5,R,} =R, is odd. Thus, 
Right can force a win in A by playing just as he should to win in A. By 
Case 2 of Section 7 and Table I (Section 4) a winning opening move for 
Right is from A to G,, A G,. This is one of Right’s four winning opening 
moves from A. 
Suppose Right moves first from A = G, A G, A G,, . Note that 
max(S,(Gi) 1 i= 2,3, 11) = max(4,3, R,} = R, is odd. Right can win in A, 
since he can win in A. By Case 3 of Section 7, a move from A to 
G, A G, A G,, is a winning one for Right. In fact, this is Right’s only 
winning opening move from A. 
9. GAMES WITH INFINITELY MANY POSITIONS 
In the preceding analysis, it was assumed that each component of the slow 
join possessed only finitely many positions in all. The results of this analysis 
extend in a straightforward way to slow joins of games whose sets of 
positions may be infinite. Indeed, the towers (Bk) and (Bz) of subsets of 
positions of a given component may be indexed by ordinal numbers, rather 
than by nonnegative integers. The onside suspense functions then assume 
ordinal values, as well as the values L, , L, , R , , and R, . For every ordinal a, 
we have the order relations a < L, < L, and (Y < R, < R,. Of course, the 
0 2w+1 SL(v)=2W+3 
1 
a.0 sRbk2w+2 
2 *-owe 
3 
FIGURE 6 
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remoteness functions now also may assume ordinal values as well as the 
value 03. Unfortunately, for games with infinitely many positions, an 
infinite amount of calculation might be required to obtain an optimal 
strategy. For a detailed discussion of the infinite case, the interested reader 
should refer to [4, Part Two, Chap. 31. 
As \a simple illustration of the manner in which onside suspense functions 
assume transfinite values, consider the game beginning at u in Fig. 6. This is 
an impartial game, since each edge represents a move for either player. (For 
graphical simplicity, the label E has been omitted from each edge.) Next to 
each position, except V, is the common value of the left and right onside 
suspense function for that position. (The least transfinite ordinal is denoted 
by w.1 
10. MIS~RE PLAY 
In the preceding, the normal play convention has been invoked: The last 
player to move wins. In misdre play, the last player to move loses. The 
mis&re theory for the slow join follows immediately from the normal play 
theory. For a single game G, form an appended game C? by adding to G an 
additional position (terminal for both players) and some additional moves. 
Specifically, from each position in G which is terminal for Player P, add a 
move for Player P to the appended position. To plajl optimally in &‘, , Ci 
for midre play, it suffices to employ a strategy which is optimal in &, Gi 
for normal play. 
11. A SLOWER SLOW JOIN 
Suppose the rules of play for the slow join are altered in the following 
way: If a position is reached in a component and the player whose turn it is 
to move is unable to do so, then that player may pass in the component, 
provided his opponent can move from the position. That is, play now stops 
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in a component if and only if a position is reached in which neither player 
has a move. For example, consider the games G and H in Fig. 7. Moving 
first in the slow join of G and H, Left can force a win. But if passes are 
allowed, the best Left can do when moving first is to force a draw. The 
theory for the slow join with passes follows in the obvious manner from the 
theory for the slow join. Simply let passes be legal moves! 
Yet another version of the slow join is played just as the slow join with 
passes, except that on his turn to move, a player may not pass in every 
component. In Fig. 7, for this version of the slow join of G and H with Left 
moving first, Right can force a win. Finding a theory for this type of 
compound game remains an unsolved problem. 
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